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inflation of statistical significance biomedical area 32
initial submission 12–13
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‘integrity’ in research 30–31
intellectual capability only small role in success 163
International Business 263
International Management 263
international literature trade theory, global strategy 267
international activities risks, uncertainty, psychic distance, cultural distance, opportunities 263
International Association of Chinese Management Research (IACMR) 78
international business 63, 263
importance, European Union, World Trade Organization, United Nations 268
international content of journals 262
international dimension, key part of study 263
international diversification 270
International Guide to Academic Journal Quality ABS UK list 173
internationalism, definitions 262
internationalization, management journals 235
inter-referee agreement, low, overall 6
Japanese pharmaceutical industry 249
JIF see journal impact factor joint authorship management and business history scholars 250
journal articles, successful significance in first four sentences 282
journal, chosen analysis of manuscripts in it 24
journal editors earn readers’ respect 90
seeking to gain circulation 90
journal impact factor (JIF) 40–42
manipulation of 40–41
journal lists 188–9, 190–91
Bloomberg Business Week, Financial Times 2
Journal of Applied Behavior Analysis reviews and reviewers 93
Journal of Applied Psychology 143
published study 240
Journal of Finance 218
Journal of International Business Studies (JIBS) 263
Journal of Management 183
organizational science 189
Journal of Management Studies 2–3, 183, 255
Point-CounterPoint Section (PCP) 57
triple-authored papers 67
Journal of Occupational and Organizational Psychology 243, 280
Journal of Organizational Design (JOD) focus on future, impact on present 206
open access journal 203, 205–7
Journal of Personality and Social Psychology 189
Journal of World Business (JWB) 263
journal publishing in management 1
journal rejection decision justification of protest 157–60
journal review process, flaws 4
journal sections and subsections introduction 225
journal style, adherence to 25
journal, understanding of 28
journals, familiarity with 114
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journals, prestigious, ‘A journals’ 100
judgements, harsh, on reviewers 4
‘judges’ (editors), contradiction of
junior faculty members becoming
co-authors 218
key findings, similarity 137
keynote articles 57
knowledge, adding value to 165
knowledge generating 111
Kudos, on-line media 199
labour process theory (LBT) 257
language complexity 6
learned societies, contributions to
benefits 66
length reduction of paper 18
liabilities and assets 91
literature analysis, up-to-date
for gaps worth filling 24
literature, effectuation 17
literature review article, management
journals 58
literature reviews for IB/IM articles
extensive and complex 267
literature review, up-to-dateness 25
literature section, organization 15
literature survey, economics journal
225–6
literatures on entrepreneurship
finance, strategy, economics,
employee relations/HR 63
Locke, John, Locke’s Law
never giving up 110
major prizes for academics
tenure, a chair, scientific reputation
29–30
management academics, ‘obscure US
journals’ 49
management and employee buyouts in
Eastern Europe
research team 68
management buyouts 50, 70
research opportunities 62–4
management discipline 1
management faculty 139
management field, niche topic 182
management journals 135–41, 212,
231–4, 255–6
JIF-boosting ruses 40
publishing as a social psychologist
237–44
management research 13, 234, 242
and business history 250
misconduct 32–3
management studies, ‘significant
plagiarism’ 31
management theory, historical data, 246
management theory in Chinese setting
IB/IM journals 272
manuscript fit 171–4
manuscripts
targeting to specific journal 110
manuscript writing of quality for journal
25
Mao Zedong
On Contradictions (1967) 81
market entry into China 272
marketing and brands
business and management 245
marketing history 247
market institutions in China and Russia
225
market uncertainties 11
maturity of article 117–18
measurement precision 138
measurement, sampling 164
media coverage 60
media relations
Media Relations office, of school or
university 200–201
promotional activities 200
medical journals, poor evaluation 94
mentoring role, post-tenure 54
meta-analysis 118
data, (creative paranoia) 144
temporary status and risk
propensity 143
methods and results sections
appropriacy for conclusions 283
micro-lending 77
misconduct
among authors and co-authors
220–22
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motivation of article 118
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multi-country dataset 265
multi-country data in IB/IM studies 272
multinational enterprise (MNE) 232, 265
business and management 245
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multiple formats
for submission of papers 206
national professional norms 191
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National University of Singapore 75
nature of the paper 169
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novelty and interest, editorial
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on-line articles, publishing delay 40
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‘open access’ journals, academic journal 203
open access publishing
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organizational science scholarship
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page quota of journals 196–7
papers
different types of journals 168
empirical or non-empirical 171
English, higher ratings than in native language 92
under review, importance of 121–4
‘parallel publication’ 38–9
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peer review 100–101
‘peer review’
feedback 165
process 3–4
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reviewers and authors, equals 86
scholarly research, online access to 204–5
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perfectionist, inhibitor 112
performance indicators 29, 110
personal connections 175–6
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277–8
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PhD training 25–6, 131–4
phenomena in context, Asia 82
phrases or sentences, repeated instances
38
plagiarism 31, 33, 42
political science 254
position pieces 57
'postie editors' 4–5
poverty problem in Asia 77
power issues 138
practitioner journals
California Management Review 59
Harvard Business Review 59–60
Pragmatic Science 281
preventative tactics 136
primary studies identification 144
'prior publication'
exemptions 35–6
self-plagiarism 35
private equity 70
and firm behavior 62
procrastination inhibitor 112
professional bodies
for publications career 59
professional development 69
professional proof-reading and editing
before submission of manuscript
170
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proof-reading, professional, best
practice 174
properties of scholarly papers
authors’ writing skill, prestige 91–2
currency of topics 91
structures of logical arguments 91
psychological analysis
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276
psychological journals
properties of scholarly papers 91
psychological literature 32
psychologist reviewers 88
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industrial, work and organizational
(IWO) 280–81
psychology and strategic management
publishing 275
psychometric efficacy 278
publication after tenure and promotion
54
publication and pre-publication links
article acceptance, post on website
199
publication in special issues 193–8
publications career 49–71
development 60
how to achieve 56
longevity influence 61
management 49
momentum need 67
quality publications return need 54
sustaining 70
wider audience 59
publications record, strong
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publications with impact 168
publish or perish 110
published statistics 139
publisher services
Wiley Author Services 200
publishing
in top international business and
management journals (IB/IM)
262–74
publishing, expensive, 1980s, peer
review origin 100
publishing in leading journals
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success rate, tougher 25
publishing in management journals
difference from economics, 223–35,
233
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secrets for success 163–6
publishing process, a case study 11–22
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  reviewing for journals 176
  reviewing process for special issues 195–6
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revise and resubmit decision 174–5
  indication of interest from journal 28
  thorough revision job 27
revised papers, back to same journal or not 99
revisions of project 123–4
revision undertaking, waiting to do 98–9
rhetoric importance 111
risk propensity 143
Russia
  privatization over market institutions 229
salami publishing, definition 34
sample characteristics 137
sample design preparation checklist for 136
sampling process 135
scenario planning 206
schematic sustaining of a publications career 62
scholarly journals, top 163
scholarly management, for academia 276
scholarly papers
  editors, reviewers, unreliable judges 97
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different biases in reviewing 93
science complexity
  for editors and peer reviewers 94
  sciences, organizational, ‘peer review process’ 157
scientific discovery
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scientific knowledge 38
scientific research from public funds 205
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scientist–practitioner model 281
Second Paradox (Toyota) 136
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self-citations 39
self-plagiarism, definition 34–5
  management studies case, 2012, 35
self-selection bias 132
sequential experimentation, 12, 14, 21
  approaches to business model development 11–12
simulated evaluations of 1000 papers by pairs of reviewers 89
simultaneous experimentation 21–2
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single-industry data 140
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  supervising doctoral students 66
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target journal 168–78
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how to choose 169–70
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for publications career 67
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theory and research 164
theory section
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